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About the lecture

In general, the lecture was interesting

I learnt a lot in this course

The workload was too high.

The lecture was too difficult.

The pace of the course was too fast.
Administratively, the lecture was well organized (information, communication)
lecture_admin (1126)

Content-wise, the lecture was well organized (structure of the material)
lecture_content (1127)

The lecturer Jacob Goeree

Is competent
Jacob Goeree:lecturer_competent (1128)

Is friendly and helpful to the students
Jacob Goeree:lecturer_friendly (1129)

Conducts the lectures in a lively way
Jacob Goeree:lecturer_lively (1130)

Is well-prepared
Jacob Goeree:lecturer_preparation (1131)

Explains complex material in an easy way
Jacob Goeree:lecturer_easy (1132)

The lecturer Alexey Kushnir

Is competent
Alexey Kushnir:lecturer_competent (1128)
Is friendly and helpful to the students
Alexey Kushnir/lecturer_friendly (1129)

Conducts the lectures in a lively way
Alexey Kushnir/lecturer_lively (1130)

Is well-prepared
Alexey Kushnir/lecturer_preparation (1131)

Explains complex material in an easy way
Alexey Kushnir/lecturer_easy (1132)

Evaluation of the whole lecture

All in all, I am satisfied with the instructor Jacob Goeree
Jacob Goeree/satisfaction_lecturer (1134)

All in all, I am satisfied with the instructor Alexey Kushnir
Alexey Kushnir/satisfaction_lecturer (1134)

All in all, I am satisfied with this lecture.
satisfaction_lecture (1133)